
Cinder Book Club (2023) 

1. What do you think of the third person narration? 

2. Do you like Cinder? 

3. What do you think of Prince Kaito? 

4. Would you want to have an orange light pop up every time someone was lying? 

5. This book was published in 2012, how do you think the plague resonates differently in 2023? 

6. Is Adri too much of a stereotypical villain? 

7. What do you think of the world building? 

8. In the beginning, is it clear what it means for Cinder to be a cyborg? 

9. Did you expect Peony to get the plague and how does it affect the story? 

10. What do you think of Adri selling Cinder for plague research? 

11. Did you expect Cinder to be 1/3rd machine? 

12. Who is your favorite character and why? 

13. Who is your least favorite character and why? 

14.  Is Dr. Erland a good guy or a bad guy? 

15. Why do you think Cinder went back? 

16. Would you have gone back if you were Cinder? 

17. What do you think of everyone needing to have an id chip to exist? 

18. Were you surprised when Dr. Erland told Cinder she was Lunar? 

19. What do you think of the Lunar queen Levana who can glamour herself to perfection and make 

others believe they love her? 

20. Do you have a good picture in your mind of what Cinder looks like? 

21.  Did you think Cinder would be in time to save Peony? 

22. Cinder goes to the ball to save Kai and the world, is this a better reason than to simply dance 

with a prince? 

23. What do you think of Cinder looking like a mess at the ball? 

24. Do you think true politics is about bargaining on a grand scale and for lives? 

25. What do you think of Cinder’s arrest? 

26. Were you surprised at all that Cinder was Princess Selene? 

27. What did you think of the ending? 

28. Did you like the book? 

29. Would you read more in the series? 

30. Do you think this book would make a good movie? 

31. Do you like retellings of fairy tales? 

 

                                                                  


